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Introduction 49
In distributed hydrologic modeling, a watershed is treated as a number of small homogeneous 50 units to address the spatial heterogeneity which results from variability of physical processes and 51 physical character across a watershed (Singh & Frevert, 2005) . This spatial heterogeneity is often 52 attributed to the uneven distribution of a hydrological properties across a watershed (Anselin, 53 2010 ). The spatial discretization process, whereby we separate a watershed into homogeneous 54 computational units for depiction in a hydrological model, is really the effort of determining how 55 to characterize the inherent spatial heterogeneity found in a watershed. In general, spatial 56 discretization should be detailed enough to capture the dominant processes and natural variability, 57 while it also needs to be as concise as possible to save computation time and respect data 58 availability (Booij, 2005) . Excessively detailed spatial discretization increases model complexity 59 (i.e., number of computational units) and thus increases model computation time. However, an 60 overly coarse aggregation can lead to substantial information losses and give rise to increased 61 model structural uncertainty, whose impacts on hydrological predictions are far more adverse 62 of the smallest computational unit. In recent decades, the traditional approach for watershed 86 discretization has been to use Geographic Information Systems (GISs) such as ESRI's ArcGIS 87 software or ArcGIS-based toolkits such as Arc HYDRO, ArcSWAT, and HEC-GeoHMS (Doan, 88 2000; ESRI, 2014; Maidment, 2002; Winchell, Srinivasan, Di Luzio, & Arnold, 2007) . While 89 such automatic techniques make watershed discretization easy to practically implement, they do 90 not have an explicit mechanism to account for, or assess, spatial input data information losses 91 due to discretization choices. Here, information loss refers to the content change between 92 candidate discretization schemes and the original, fully detailed, input data layers. Instead, 93 modelers can only explicitly assess the model complexity under candidate discretization schemes 94 based on the number of modelled homogeneous areas (subbasin or HRU computational units). 95 96 Haghnegahdar et al. (2015) claim that most modelers make discretization decisions in an ad hoc 97 fashion. This approach is often based on the past experience of the modeler, rules of thumb or 98 default discretization settings in specialized ArcGIS-based toolkits for creating a distributed 99 hydrologic model (e.g., ArcSWAT (Winchell, et al., 2007) ). The shortcoming with all ad hoc 100 approaches is that there is no quantitative or formal justification of the selected discretization 101 over other potential discretization choices. More sophisticated discretization approaches found in 102 the literature use a cumbersome trial-and-error approach of building and then possibly calibrating 103 multiple candidate models with different discretization levels in order to identify the most 104 appropriate choice. process except that they took into account the computational time spent for calibrating 110 (calibration budget) and focused on the model performance in ungauged basins under four 111 discretization schemes for a land-surface hydrologic modelling application. All of these 112 approaches require model calibration in order to assess the quality of a given discretization 113 scheme. 114 115 Given the above limitations, other studies have instead focused on designing a priori 116 discretization error metrics to quantify the information loss incurred from spatial discretization. 117
Such metrics are advantageous in that they do not require model runs. Haverkamp et al. (2002) 118 provided an entropy based statistical tool, the Subwatershed Spatial Analysis Toll (SUSAT), to 119 estimate the information loss for subwatershed and HRU discretization, respectively. Booij 120 (2003) utilized the bias of the variance of aerially averaged variables under different correlation 121 lengths to decide the appropriate modeling scale. Dehotin and Braud (2008) used Manhattan 122 distance to measure the composition descriptor (e.g., histogram, mean, standard deviation, or 123 matrix of co-occurrence) similarity between each mapping cell and the reference zones. There 124 are three main shortcomings of the existing a priori discretization error metrics. First, the metrics 125 do not directly correlate to the information required by hydrologic modeling applications, in 126 particular for semi-distributed modeling. For example, entropy represents spatial disorder from 127 the systematic perspective, but spatial heterogeneity essentially describes spatial pattern 128 variability (Journel & Deutsch, 1993 ). Changes in system disorder cannot fully reflect the (more 129 hydrologically important) changes in spatial heterogeneity and hence entropy is not a directly 130 interpretable indicator for hydrologic modeling. Second, their property change identification 131 assessment is intrinsically valuable to reduce the prevalence of aggregation or compensation 142 effects in distributed hydrologic modeling. With such shortcomings in mind, this study is 143 focused on developing a priori discretization error metrics that are directly interpretable, 144 spatially distributed, and hydrologically relevant, providing a direct measurement of information 145 loss relative to the original spatial input data, where the original spatial data is presumed to have 146 the highest information content. 147
148 In addition to the information loss induced by the extensively studied HRU discretization, 149 another type of information loss occurs due to subbasin discretization which affects the routing 150 processes of semi-distributed and distributed models, hereinafter called routing information loss. 151
In a finely discretized fully distributed model, channel structure, channel roughness, and 152 therefore network travel times can be well-respected. As the watershed is discretized into 153 subbasins, stream network branches are implicitly merged, replaced, and shortened. As far as we 154 know, in the published literature, the routing information loss has never been quantified though 155 its significance has been highlighted by many studies. For example, Haverkamp (2002) indicates 156 that the influences of the routing structure through subbasins to the watershed outlet should be 157 considered in discretization evaluations when the effect of the routing on model results is not 158 negligible. Dehotin and Braud (2008) emphasize the prospect of inclusion of linear 159 discontinuities, including river reaches, hedges, ditches, and dikes, in order to properly describe 160 networks in spatial discretization. Here, we address this need through the introduction of 161 additional error metrics to estimate the routing information loss due to subbasin discretization. 162
163
The specific goals of this study are to (1) introduce a priori discretization error metrics to 164 quantify the information loss due to subbasin and HRU discretization, respectively; (2) propose a 165 two-step decision-making approach to identify an appropriate discretization scheme; (3) apply 166 the error metrics and decision-making approach to the discretization of the Grand River 167 watershed in Ontario, Canada. The simplicity of the error metrics allows for easy recoding and 168 adoption into the preprocessing of a wide range of distributed models, including all semi-169 distributed models, such as HBV (Bergström, 1976 (Bergström, , 1992 The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes in detail the a priori 179 discretization error metrics and the two-step discretization decision-making approach. Section 3 180 explains the error metric applications to the Grand River watershed discretization. Section 4 181 provides an effective discussion of the proposed methods. Section 5 summarizes conclusions. 182 183 2. Methodology 184
Discretization Error Metrics 185
Our a priori discretization error metrics provide a novel and simple quantitative measurement of 186 the information loss in the process of spatial discretization. They are introduced for the purpose 187 of assessing candidate discretization schemes and finding an appropriate discretization level in 188 data preprocessing without having to rely on computationally intensive hydrologic model 189 building exercises. For each candidate discretization scheme, the metrics are designed to 190 compare the user-defined key model input variable properties with that of a reference 191 discretization scheme. The reference scheme is defined as a scheme that fully retains the 192 information of the original spatial input data or, in special cases, the finest plausible 193 discretization. Both a subbasin discretization error metric and a HRU discretization error metric 194 are proposed. 195
Subbasin Discretization Error Metric 196
In general, the routing process has two components: in-catchment routing and in-channel routing. 197
In-catchment routing occurs within a subbasin, and refers to the means of handling the delayed 198 release of water from runoff, interflow, and baseflow to a subbasin outlet. This time delay is typically described by a unit hydrograph. In contrast, in-channel routing is the means by which 200 water is exchanged downstream between subbasins and within the main channel of each 201 subbasin. These definitions are applied by other models like ArcSWAT and HEC-GeoHMS 202 (Doan, 2000; Winchell, et al., 2007) . Our subbasin discretization assessment focuses on the 203 influences of discretization only on in-channel routing. The approach assumes that in-channel 204 routing is unidirectional (i.e., water moves downstream only through a branching stream 205 network), each subbasin has one outlet and one main channel, headwater subbasins have no main 206 channel for routing, and non-headwater subbasins have upstream subbasin flows added to the 207 beginning of their respective main channels. Should any of these assumptions not hold in other 208 modelling case studies, the error metric procedures detailed below would need to be adjusted 209 accordingly. 210 211 Calculation of subbasin discretization errors requires a high resolution reference subbasin 212 discretization scheme. For the drainage area upstream of a subbasin outlet, the in-channel routing 213 length error (∆ ) equals to the in-channel routing length difference between the reference 214 scheme (scheme 0) and the evaluated discretization (scheme ) as shown in Equation 1. 215
where and are respectively the area-weighted in-channel routing length of scheme 0 and 217 scheme s. For scheme 0, there are subbasins within the evaluated drainage area and = 218 1,2, ⋯ , represents subbasin indices.
is the area of subbasin in scheme 0, and The calculation of the in-channel routing length difference between schemes is best described in 227 Figure 1 below with a visual example. The example in Figure 1 demonstrates the in-channel 228 routing length difference (∆ ) between scheme 0 and scheme as the difference in the thick 229 routing arrows between the two discretization options. For example, in scheme 0, flows from 230 headwater subbasins 1, 2 and 3 are all routed in the main channel of subbasin 7 for 2 km. In 231 comparison, with the coarser discretization scheme s, the flows from this region of the watershed 232 (subbasins 1, 2 and 3 in scheme 0) are no longer routed in-channel for this distance and thus 233 treated as a discretization error. A similar error occurs for the subarea including subbasins 4, 5 234 and 6. In our metric, in-channel routing length errors are computed for subbasin outlets of 235 interest and in this example, the 'outlet' is the site of interest in Figure 1 . If all flows reaching the 236 outlet had a 2 km shorter in-channel routing length in scheme s versus scheme 0, then ∆ would 237 be 2 km at the outlet. This is not typically the case and so the representative change in routing 238 length, ∆ , must account for this using area-weighting. 
HRU Discretization Error Metric 245
As explained before, the information loss from spatial discretization is due to the diminished 246 representation of spatial data content between a candidate discretization scheme and the original, 247 fully detailed, input data layer. To quantify the relevant (case study specific) information loss 248 derived from HRU discretization, the dominant hydrologic processes should first be identified by 249 considering the modeling purpose, physiographic characteristics and management measures 250 within the watershed. These dominant processes can be linked to dominant hydrologic model 251 input variables derived from map inputs which will be used to evaluate information losses. For 252 example, in rainfall-runoff modeling, if infiltration is identified as a critical process then the most 253 relevant variables to compute information losses for can be hydraulic conductivity and/or 254 available water content. 255 256 For a drainage area above an outlet, assume there are n HRUs in the reference scheme (scheme 257 0), and m HRUs in the evaluated discretization (scheme s), and thus n ≥ m. In order to 258 effectively consider the spatial pattern changes between the two schemes, the evaluated scheme 259 layer needs to be overlaid with the reference scheme layer using vector overlay tools (e.g., union) 260 for vector maps or raster overlay tools (i.e., weighted overlay) for raster maps in ArcGIS (ESRI, 
Sensitivity of Hydrologic Model Simulation Results to Discretization Error Metrics 306
To validate the impact of the a priori error metrics on hydrologic model simulation results, 307 multiple hydrologic models were built (one for each candidate discretization scheme). The only 308 difference between these models exists in discretization. We chose to build our simulation 309 models for different discretization levels in the Raven hydrological modeling framework (Craig 310 et al., 2016) . All the models are semi-distributed with two buckets and simulate water transfer between soil (upper and lower layers) and atmosphere through a series of hydrologic processes. 312
The models simulate on an hourly time step and in-channel routing is based on a non-linear level 313 pool routing approach using Manning's equation. Specific details of the hydrologic model are 314 provided in Appendix A.1 of this paper. 315 316 Similar to discretization error metrics, hydrologic simulation results are assessed relative to a 317 reference simulation result. The reference simulation result corresponds to the model using the 318 reference discretization scheme (scheme 0). All other model simulation results are compared 319 relative to the reference result using error indices such as the peak flow rate error, the peak flow 320 timing error, and the cumulative flow volume error. The peak flow rate error is computed as the 321 absolute peak flow rate difference between scheme s and scheme 0 divided by the peak flow rate 322 of scheme 0. The peak flow timing error is the time of peak flow occurrence with scheme 0 323 minus the time of peak flow occurrence with scheme s. The cumulative flow volume error is the 324 absolute cumulative flow volume difference between scheme s and scheme 0 divided by the 325 cumulative flow volume of scheme 0. Non-zero values for these indices are the direct result of 326 different discretization choices. 327
328
The relationship between discretization errors and model errors is estimated by the Spearman's 329 rank correlation coefficient (r s ) which ranges from -1 to +1. The objective of this analysis is to 330 validate that changes in our proposed error metrics indeed impact hydrologic model simulation 331 results. Note that our analysis necessarily avoids the issue of model calibration and validation 332 decisions confounding the analysis. A future larger scale, multi-basin study would be required to 333 properly validate the role discretization errors have in terms of their net impact on model 334 predictive accuracy. 335 336
Discretization Decision-Making Approach 337
We demonstrate one of many ways modelers can utilize the proposed a priori error metrics by 338 using them within a structured two-step approach to watershed discretization decision-making. 339
The two-step approach is applicable to both subbasin and HRU discretization decisions and is 340 described in the following two sections. 341
Subbasin Discretization Decision-Making Approach 342
Step 1: Select a subbasin scheme from candidate discretization schemes (Candidacy step). 343
Candidate subbasin schemes would typically first be generated by placing subbasin outlets at the 344 sites of interest within the watershed (e.g., gauge stations and/or reservoirs) and at stream 345 junctions, with subbasin boundaries determined using standard terrain analysis algorithms. The 346 subbasin boundaries will vary depending on stream network resolution. Here, we generate the 347 stream network and junctions based on a flow accumulation threshold as done in ArcSWAT 348 (Winchell, et al., 2007) . Other approaches to junction generation could be used, for example, 349 to select a subbasin scheme from candidates. The selected scheme meets the criteria that all sites 358 of interest satisfy the preliminary error threshold at the minimum discretization complexity cost 359 (i.e., the total number of subbasins) among all candidate schemes. Setting the preliminary error 360 threshold to a very large value would function to select the most coarsely defined candidate 361 scheme among the candidates. 362
363
Step 2: Refine subbasin discretization for the areas with extreme discretization errors (Polishing 364 step). 365
This step is used to refine the candidate subbasin discretization selected in Step 1 for the areas 366 with the most extreme discretization errors. It can also be used to focus on minimizing 367 discretization errors at modeler-specified critical sites of interest where smaller discretization 368 errors are desired for some reason. Step 2a: Identify the sites of interest with extreme discretization errors. 377
Sites of interest with discretization errors not satisfying the extreme error threshold are identified. 378
These sites are referred to as extreme sites.
380
Step 2b: Replace junctions in the upstream refinement areas of extreme sites with those of the 381 nearest, more detailed satisfactory discretization scheme. 382
There are three cases in identifying the upstream refinement area for each extreme site: 383  Case 1. If the extreme site has no upstream sites of interest, increased resolution of the 384 stream network is applied to the whole drainage area above the extreme site. What will happen in this case is that the upstream extreme site(s) will first be refined 390 (under Case 1) and then in a future discretization refinement iteration, the intermediate 391 area(s) will only be refined if the new discretization error(s) for the site in question 392 remains extreme (the extreme site will be re-categorized into Case 2). 393
Once the upstream refinement area is determined, replace the junctions within it with those of the 394 nearest more detailed satisfactory scheme. More detailed alternate candidate schemes would 395 typically be available from the candidacy selection step (Step 1) but if not, the modeler would be 396 required to generate one or more detailed schemes (e.g., by decreasing the flow accumulation 397 threshold). It is worth explaining the reason why there is no need to replace junctions for the 398 extreme sites of Case 3. In Case 3, the influence of the upstream refinement on the downstream 399 error metric result is unclear unless the new errors are recalculated. If the extreme site located 400 downstream can take the advantage of upstream refinement and obtain a satisfactory error result 401 without junction replacements, this will be the most cost-effective solution in terms of model 402 complexity. 403
Step2c: Re-discretize subbasins and re-calculate errors for the sites of interest. 404
In order to get the systematic upstream-downstream flow path relation among subbasins, re-405 discretize the watershed with the updated junctions and re-calculate the error metric results. The 406 detailed re-discretization processes are provided in the Appendix A.2 of this paper. 407  If the new error metric results in all the previously extreme sites are satisfactory (less 408 than the extreme error threshold), adopt these junctions.
Step 2 ends. 409  If some extreme sites do not satisfy the extreme error threshold, return to Step 2b. 410
Iterate Step 2b and
Step 2c until all the extreme sites are satisfactory. 411 412 Because the polishing step introduces non-uniformity to the discretization scheme (i.e., the 413 refined areas have finer subbasin discretization than the non-refined areas), we refer to this 414 discretization scheme as a non-uniform scheme. 415 416
HRU Discretization Decision-Making Approach 417
Similar to subbasin discretization decision-making, modelers can also choose an appropriate 418 HRU discretization following the two-step decision-making approach outlined in Section 2.3.1. 419
Step 1 is selecting a uniform HRU scheme from candidates based on some predefined uniform 420 HRU discretization preliminary error threshold(s). As with subbasin discretization, the candidate 421 HRU discretization schemes should each be based on some uniform level of detail across the 422 watershed. As described in Section 2.3.1, we identified candidate HRU schemes by varying an HRU size threshold, below which the small HRUs in that subbasin are merged and replaced with 424 more dominant HRU types. Again, the relationship between this size threshold and the model 425 complexity is monotonic. Unlike the subbasin discretization step, there may be multiple 426 hydrologic model input variables for which a modeler wishes to compute HRU discretization 427 errors. In this case, the metric results of multiple input variables can be treated equally or 428 assigned different weights based on their importance in decision-making. 429
430
Step 2 is polishing HRU discretization. The only difference from subbasin discretization 431 refinement is that, in Step 2b, HRUs can be directly replaced without junction replacement.
Step 432 2c simply involves merging all resultant HRUs into an output layer and re-calculating errors for 433 the sites of interest. 434 435
Results of Discretization Error Metrics Application 436
This study is conducted in the Grand River watershed in southwestern Ontario, Canada. With 437 drainage area of 6704 km 2 , the Grand River flows south to Lake Erie and is mainly covered by 438 agricultural land. The applications are presented in two sections. Section 3.1 shows the 439 application of the subbasin discretization error metric, and Section 3.2 shows the application of 440 the HRU discretization error metric. 441 442
Subbasin Discretization Error Metric Application 443
Candidate Subbasin Discretization Schemes 444
In this study, subbasins were represented in subwatershed format and derived from 10 × 10 445 digital elevation model (DEM) data. Subbasins were discretized based on the ArcSWAT 446 (Winchell, et al., 2007) flow accumulation threshold approach as described in Section 2.3.1. 447
Research shows that, reducing the flow accumulation threshold below 0.5% of the maximum 448 flow accumulation doesn't improve model performance but complicates remaining preprocessing, 449
whereas increasing it significantly above 1% might lead to performance ramifications (Djokic, 450 2008 ). According to these findings, we took the percentage of the maximum flow accumulation 451 across the entire watershed as the subbasin discretization threshold and treated 0.5% as the 452 minimum flow accumulation threshold value. Therefore, twelve candidate subbasin schemes 453
were generated corresponding to twelve successively increasing flow accumulation thresholds. 454
The detailed subbasin discretization results are listed in Table 1 . 455 456 Scheme 0 was defined as the reference scheme because subbasin discretization with threshold 457 0.5% is the finest scheme of all the candidates and we assume the channel information loss 458 between the real full channel scheme (i.e., one channel for each DEM cell) and scheme 0 is 459 irremediable. Scheme Max only used the 32 sites of interest as subbasin outlets. The 32 sites 460 include 24 gauge stations, 7 dams, and the watershed outlet, and their detailed information has 461 been listed in Table 2 In this study, we consider all 32 sites of interest as locations where the discretization error 468 metrics will be assessed. Each drainage area is the combined total upstream area draining to the 469 site as illustrated in In each subplot of Figure 5 , the routing length errors of the 19 sites are plotted versus their 489 drainage areas. Figure 5(a) shows that when discretization is detailed at the reference scheme 490 level, no error exists. Then in Figure 5 
Error Metric 506
To access the sensitivity of model simulation results to the proposed subbasin error metric, we 507 built twelve hydrologic models corresponding to all the subbasin schemes of Table 1 , in which 508 their only difference is subbasin discretization and the connectivity between subbasins. We 509 focused the analysis on a short period (Jan 4 -Jan 20, 2008) of peak or near peak measured 510 flows over the last ~15 year period across the Grand River watershed. The reference simulation 511 result corresponds to the model using the reference discretization scheme (scheme 0 of Table 1 ) 512 and all simulation model results were compared relative to the reference result using the peak 513 flow rate error and peak flow timing error. 514 515 Taking the watershed outlet as an example, Figure 6 summarizes the relationship between the a 516 priori routing length error metric and the hydrologic model error indices where each data 517 corresponds to one of the eleven candidate subbasin discretization schemes. As the routing length error increases, both model error indices increase (almost monotonically) to practically 519 significant levels. Correlation (r s ) between the routing length error and the peak flow rate error 520 is 0.99, and correlation (r s ) between the routing length error and the peak flow timing error is 521 also 0.99. This strong correlation is observed for the majority of sites of interest (e.g., 522
considering the correlation between the routing length error and the peak flow rate error, 15 sites 523
show r s values of 0.8 or more). 
Subbasin Discretization Decision-making 528
Based on the error metric results of all candidate subbasin discretization schemes, we applied the 529 two-step decision-making approach to get an appropriate subbasin discretization scheme. It was 530 assumed that all of the 19 sites of interest are equally important, and 21 km is selected as the 531 preliminary routing length error threshold. The subjective value of 21 km was selected for 532 demonstration purposes and based on balancing travel time error implications (assuming a 533 reference velocity of 1 m/s) and computational complexity (limiting number of subbasins). 534
Step 1: Select a subbasin scheme from candidate discretization schemes 535 Scheme 6 (number of subbasins=60) was chosen as the uniform threshold subbasin scheme 536 because the error metric values of all the 19 sites of scheme 6 are satisfactory (less than 21 537 km) and the number of subbasins is the minimum among all the satisfactory schemes 538 (schemes 1-6). 539  Step 2a: Identify the sites of interest with extreme discretization errors (extreme sites). 541
The extreme error threshold was 10.7 km, defined as the 90 th percentile of the error 542 distribution of scheme 6, and the resultant extreme sites that have the highest 10% errors 543 were sites 26 and 28, which are highlighted in Figure 7a and Figure 7b . 544  Step 2b: Replace junctions in the upstream refinement areas of extreme sites with those of 545 the nearest, more detailed satisfactory discretization scheme. Specifically, different sites have 546 different upstream refinement areas: 547
Case 1: Site 28 has no upstream sites of interest, thus junction replacement is applicable 548 to the whole drainage area above site 28. Since the error of site 28 in scheme 5 is 4.2 km 549 (less than 10.7 km), scheme 5 is the nearest satisfactory scheme compared with scheme 6. 550 Since the error of site 26 in scheme 5 is 5.0 km (less than 10.7 km), scheme 5 is also the 553 nearest satisfactory scheme relative to scheme 6. 554  Step2c: Re-discretize subbasins and re-calculate errors for the sites of interest. 555
After re-discretization, the subbasin compositions within the upstream refinement areas were 556 changed to the new more detailed subbasins as shown in Figure 7c . Meanwhile, the total 557 number of subbasins for the entire Grand River watershed increased from 60 to 66. The 558 routing length errors of sites 26 and 28 became satisfactory (less than 10.7 km as shown in 559 Table 3 ). Table 3 shows the routing length errors of scheme 6, refined scheme 6, and scheme*. Scheme* 564 has the same number of subbasins as refined scheme 6 but was generated with a uniform flow 565 accumulation threshold of 1.55%. In addition to the purposeful reduction of routing errors at the 566 two extreme sites, Table 3 also shows the substantial error decrease of all the associated 567 downstream sites (e.g., sites 29 and 32) in refined scheme 6. Moreover, comparing refined 568 scheme 6 with scheme*, the error mean and standard deviation of refined scheme 6 are lower 569 than those of scheme*. This indicates that the refined subbasin discretization better represents the 570 in-channel routing structure than the uniform discretization under the same number of 571 computational (subbasin) units. 572 573 
HRU Discretization Error Metric Application 582
Candidate HRU Discretization Schemes 583
In this study, HRU is discretized after subbasin, and an HRU is defined as the unique 584 combination of subbasin and soil and land cover categories. Subbasin input was one of the 585 candidate subbasin schemes generated in Section 3.1. Soil spatial input data was from the 586 Canadian Soil Information Service (CANSIS) available from Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada 587 (2013) and subdivided into fourteen classes in terms of soil profile. Each soil profile except 588 water is built up by a unique soil horizon combination from three mineral horizons A, B, C, and 589 an organic horizon O. Soil profile A-B-C covers more than 70% of the Grand River watershed 590 (Table 4a ). Land cover spatial input data was from Canada's National Land Cover Database 591 available from Natural Resources Canada (2014) and subdivided in seven classes, in which 592 cropland is dominant across the watershed (Table 4b ). Soil and land cover inputs used here are 593 vector coverages derived from 1:20,000 to 1:60,000 scale county-level soil maps attained from 594 CANSIS and 1:50,000 scale land cover maps from Canada's National Land Cover Database. 595
596
The map obtained by the overlay (union) of the above subbasin, soil, and land cover layers 597 defines the reference HRU scheme (scheme 0). Since the map algebra union operation usually 598 leads to a very fragmented set of sliver HRUs, these sliver HRUs can be suppressed for 599 aggregation based on certain HRU size threshold. Here, the HRU size threshold was defined as 600 the HRU area percentage of its affiliated subbasin. The HRU whose area percentage is less than 601 the size threshold was merged with its neighboring HRU sharing the longest border within the 602 same subbasin. In order to investigate the influence of the subbasin discretization input on HRU 603 discretization, we chose two representative subbasin schemes (scheme 5 and scheme Max) as subbasin inputs to discretize HRUs, respectively. The generated candidate HRU schemes are 605 listed in Table 5 . For the HRU candidates under 90 subbasins, HRU scheme 0 (number of 606 HRUs=2706) is the reference scheme; while for the HRU candidates under 32 subbasins, HRU 607 scheme 0 (number of HRUs=1232) is the reference scheme. Each reference scheme retains 100% 608 of land cover and soil data as the reference scheme does not eliminate/aggregate sliver HRUs. In 609 HRU scheme Max, each subbasin is represented by the dominant HRU. Table 5 shows that 610 subbasin discretization choice significantly affects HRU discretization complexity (i.e., the 611 number of HRUs) because under the same HRU size threshold, the number of HRUs with 90 612 subbasins input is always two to three times more than that with 32 subbasins input. 613 614 
HRU Discretization Error Metric Results 622
In this study, infiltration and evapotranspiration were identified as the two dominant 623 hydrological processes, thus vertical hydraulic conductivity (Kz), available water content (AWC), 624 and land cover were defined as the key hydrologic model input variables of interest. For each 625 soil class of Table 4a , Kz and AWC are the weighted harmonic mean values of the Kz and AWC 626 of its soil horizon components. The detailed soil horizon information is available from 627
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada (2013). The area-weighted mean values of Kz and AWC of 628 the entire watershed are 0.9 cm/h and 12.6% (except the soil class water), respectively. Figure 8  629 demonstrates the discretization error metric results of Kz, AWC, and land cover at the watershed 630 outlet versus HRU size thresholds. As the HRU size threshold increases, discretization gets 631 coarser, meanwhile the relative errors of all the three variables increase. However, the same 632 HRU size threshold imposes different impacts on the information losses of different variables. 633
For example, under the same HRU schemes (before HRU scheme Max), the relative errors of Kz and land cover are always similar in magnitude (Figure 8a, Figure 8c ), but the relative errors of 635 AWC are comparatively smaller (less than 0.05 in Figure 8b ). In HRU scheme Max, land cover 636 error jumps to 0.55, while Kz and AWC errors are 0.15 and 0.05, respectively. Land cover errors 637 jump to much higher values compared to Kz and AWC because some merged HRUs only 638 experience land cover changes but no change in soil properties. The results show that, 639 unsurprisingly, relative discretization errors are positively correlated with HRU size threshold. 640
641
The subbasin discretization decision between 90 or 32 subbasins has a substantial influence on 642 HRU discretization complexity (100%-200% increase in number of HRUs seen in Table 5 ). 643
However, this decision does not make a big difference for information loss as Figure 9 is a more robust comparative approach than Figure 8 as it compares 654 discretization errors at all the 32 sites of interest across the Grand River watershed under 655 subbasin scheme 5 (number of subbasins = 90). The interesting pattern in Figure 9 is that for all 656 the three variables of interest (Kz, AWC, and Land cover), the largest discretization errors (and the highest variance) appear in the relatively small drainage areas, and as drainage area increases, 658 errors approach some constant level. Therefore, while errors for the watershed outlet might be 659 sufficiently small, they can be unacceptably large in some small upstream subbasins. Although 660 results are not shown, this pattern persists across all HRU discretization levels. 661 662 Figure 9 . Here. 663 664
Sensitivity of Hydrologic Model Simulation Results to HRU Discretization Error 665
Metrics 666
Similar to the sensitivity analysis in Section 3.1.3, we checked the sensitivity of hydrologic 667 model simulation results to the proposed HRU error metrics based on twelve hydrologic models. 668
These models correspond to all the HRU schemes under 90 subbasins of Table 5 , and the only 669 difference between these models is the property of HRUs. The model output with scheme 0 670 (Number of HRUs =2706) is the reference simulation result in model errors calculation. The 671 peak flow rate error and cumulative flow volume error were computed. 672 673 Figure 10 presents the relationship between the a priori HRU discretization error metrics and the 674 model error indices where each data corresponds to one of the eleven candidate HRU 675 discretization schemes at the watershed outlet (subbasin 32 outlet). The two model errors are 676 plotted versus the HRU discretization errors of Kz, AWC, and land cover. Clearly, both model 677 errors indices monotonically increase with the HRU discretization errors of the three variables. 678 peak flow rate error are all 0.99. Similarly, correlations (r s ) between the three HRU discretization 680 errors and the cumulative flow volume error are also 0.99. This strong correlation also shows up 681 in most sites of interest (e.g., considering the correlation between the land cover error metric and 682 the peak flow rate error, 23 sites show r s values of 0.8 or more). 
HRU Discretization Decision-making 697
An alternative to the commonly applied uniform discretization framework demonstrated above is 698 to make discretization decisions differently in different parts of the watershed, in response to 699 excessively high error metric values. This relies on the two-step HRU discretization decision-700 making approach (see Section 2.3.2) where different subareas can use different HRU delineation 701 thresholds. To demonstrate, assume subbasin scheme 5 (number of subbasins=90) is the subbasin input for HRU discretization; all the 32 sites of interest and all the three hydrologic model input 703 variables of interest are equivalently important in HRU scheme decision-making; and 0.40 is the 704 preliminary error threshold for all the three variables. The subjective value of 0.40 was selected 705 for demonstration purposes only and selected with the goal of generating a modest number of 706 HRUs relative to the range of candidate HRU discretizations. 707
708
Step 1: Select an HRU scheme from candidate discretization schemes. 709 HRU scheme 10 (number of HRUs=234) was chosen as the uniform HRU scheme because 710 the relative errors of all the sites of interest in scheme 10 are satisfactory (less than 0.40) and 711 the number of HRUs is minimum among all the satisfactory schemes (schemes 1-10). 712
Step 2: Refine HRU discretization for the areas with extreme discretization errors. 713  Step 2a: Identify the sites of interest with extreme discretization metrics (extreme sites). 714
The extreme error thresholds were defined as the 90 th percentiles of the error distributions of the 715 three variables (0.13, 0.06, and 0.31 for Kz, AWC, and land cover, respectively). As a result, the 716 sites having the highest 10% Kz, AWC, or land cover errors were identified as the extreme sites 717 of interest to have their discretization refined (i.e., sites 10, 13, 15, 19, 20, 23, 28, and 31). The 718 drainage areas above sites 19 and 20 are highlighted for discretization refinement demonstration 719 in Figure 12 . 720 721  Step 2b: Replace HRUs in the upstream refinement areas of extreme sites with those of the 722 nearest, more detailed satisfactory discretization scheme, in which different extreme sites 723 have different upstream refinement areas. 724
Case 1: Extreme sites 10, 13, 19, 23, 28, and 31 have no upstream sites of interest, so the 725 HRU refinement areas cover the whole drainage areas above these sites. 726
Case 3: Extreme sites 15 and 20 have extreme upstream sites of interest (site 13 and 19, 727 respectively), and it is unnecessary to replace HRUs across their entire drainage area in 728 the first refinement iteration. 729
Then, only Case 1 sites had the HRUs within them replaced with those of the nearest more 730 detailed satisfactory HRU scheme relative to HRU scheme 10. This replacement step was 731 applied independently for each of the refined extreme sites. The detailed HRU replacement 732 results are summarized in Table 6 . 733 734 After the second iteration, the errors of all the originally identified extreme sites became 760 satisfactory, thus the refinement process ended and this scheme was the refined HRU scheme. 761 Table 8 shows the error metric results of HRU scheme 10, refined scheme 10, and scheme*. 767 Scheme* has the same number of HRUs as refined scheme 10 (number of HRUs=271), but was 768 generated with a uniform HRU size threshold of 8.4%. Through discretization refinement, the 769 extreme errors identified in Step 2b above are reduced, and the discretization quality for site 32 770 representing the entire watershed is also improved for all the three variables. Moreover, the 771 discretization error means and standard deviations of the three variables across all the sites of 772 interest of the refined scheme also decrease in contrast with scheme*. Therefore, the non-773 uniform discretization functions to retain more input data information than the uniform 774 discretization under the same discretization complexity. In addition, to get a sense of how non-775 uniform the HRU discretization is in refined scheme 10, the average HRU sizes of the uniformly 776 discretized areas and the non-uniformly discretized areas within the watershed were respectively 777 calculated as 28.8 km 2 and 13.6 km 2 . The latter is more than 50% smaller than the former, which 778 means the HRUs within the refined areas are obviously finer than those of the uniformly 779 discretized areas. 780 781 Table 8 . Discretization error metric results for three HRU discretization schemes (using 90 subbasins). 782
Scheme 10 is based on an HRU size threshold of 10%, while Scheme* is based on a threshold of 8.4%. 783
Note that site 32 corresponds to the watershed outlet and sites of interest 1, 9, 11, 18, 24, 27 and 30 are 784 not included because they are discretized the same way under all three schemes. Highlighted errors for 785
Refined scheme 10 are lower than corresponding errors in one or both of Scheme 10 and Scheme*. 786 
Site of interest
Reference Discretization Scheme Determination 791
The reference scheme is defined as a scheme that fully retains the information of the original 792 spatial input data or, in special cases, the finest plausible discretization. The implication is that 793 the modeler is interested in quantifying how much information is lost relative to the reference 794 scheme. 795 796 Our subbasin reference scheme was defined based on a subjective flow accumulation threshold 797 to determine reference main channel lengths. Alternatively, the real full flow path information 798 (i.e., flow path of each cell in the DEM) can be obtained, for example, by the flow length tool of 799 ArcGIS, and the corresponding discretization could be used as the reference scheme. For HRU 800 discretization, our reference scheme retained all raw input spatial data and thus avoided any 801 subjective decisions. Alternatively, the reference HRU scheme could be subjectively defined as 802 a discretization that addresses some numerical and topological problems if this discretization is 803 the one that modelers will practically apply and want relative errors computed against (Sanzana 804 et al., 2013) . While absolute discretization error metric values will be impacted by what can be 805 a subjective reference scheme choice, the relative error values among candidate discretization 806 choices should not change significantly. 807 808
Discretization Error Metrics 809
The subbasin discretization error metric estimates the in-channel routing length difference 810 relative to the reference scheme. An improved approach would be to instead consider travel time 811 error by using a reference flow velocity. Assuming the reference flow velocity as a constant is an 812 easy and common method for practical purposes ( the smaller upstream subbasins of our case study can be expected since the discretization errors 840 (and hydrologic model error indices) of these subbasins have a high variance and can be three 841 times larger than the corresponding errors of the downstream larger drainage areas in the uniform 842 threshold discretization framework. This demonstrates the utility of multi-site discretization 843 evaluation in distributed modelling applications, and also suggests that a non-homogenous 844 approach to watershed discretization decision-making would be beneficial. 845
846
Our HRU error metric approach for nominal input data did not disaggregate the individual area 847 changes of the different categories of nominal data. For example, the area changes of the crop 848 land or the deciduous forest land. However, modelers may only care about the area change of a 849 certain category in their watershed (e.g., the change from forest to suburban may be of 850 consequence but the change from wetland to swamp may be immaterial). Although not 851 demonstrated in this work, the error metric for nominal variables (Equation 2) can be readily 852 modified to assess the relative error of a specific category of nominal input data. 853 854
Variations to Discretization Approach 855
Our approach first generated all candidate subbasin schemes by ArcSWAT, and then generated 856 candidate HRU schemes by sliver area aggregation. Any other candidate schemes generated by 857 different discretization methods can also be evaluated by our proposed a priori discretization 858 error metrics. Additional checks could be added to the subbasin discretization step, for example, 859 checking the reference scheme against additional data such as orthophotos or hydrographic 860 survey maps. Another variation is related to handling the small but potentially important sliver 861 HRUs in HRU discretization simplification. For instance, in periurban areas where the land 862 cover is very heterogeneous some small HRUs can be meaningful in terms of hydrology, thus 863 such HRUs should be protected from merging in discretization simplification. One approach to 864 preserve these key HRUs is to introduce an importance factor that would artificially increase the 865 areas of key HRUs so that they would exceed the HRU discretization threshold used to aggregate 866 small HRUs. 867 868
Conclusions 869
This study proposed a priori discretization error metrics that can estimate the information loss 870 for any candidate discretization scheme. These metrics do not require model simulation, are 871 independent of any specific modelling software, provide modelers with directly interpretable 872 information on discretization quality, and allow for multi-site and multi-variable discretization evaluations prior to model development. In particular, the subbasin error metric provides the first 874 attempt at quantifying the routing information loss from discretization; the HRU error metrics 875 improves upon the existing a priori metrics in variable property change identification by the 876 overlay comparison process. The proposed error metrics are straightforward to understand and 877 easy to recode into the preprocessing of any semi-distributed hydrologic models and the fully 878 distributed models using spatial input data aggregation. As a potential application of the 879 proposed a priori discretization error metrics, a two-step decision-making approach was 880 formulated to help modelers to get the appropriate subbasin and HRU discretization schemes, 881 respectively. The approach does not only allow choosing a traditional spatially uniform-threshold 882 discretization scheme based on the modeler-defined error threshold(s), but also enables 883 compressing extreme errors to satisfy the modeler-specified discretization error targets. 884 885 These a priori discretization error metrics were applied to the discretization of the Grand River 886 watershed. Results indicated that the discretization-induced information loss as measured by our 887 discretization error metrics monotonically increases as discretization gets coarser. Hydrologic 888 modeling under candidate discretization schemes validates the strong correlation between our 889 discretization error metrics and model predictions (peak flow rate, cumulative flow and peak 890 flow timing). Discretization evaluation results show that model accuracy moving from larger 891 downstream locations to smaller upstream locations would be expected to increase since the 892 largest discretization errors and highest error variability occur in smaller upstream locations. 893
This pattern is also evident when changes in hydrologic model outputs were used in place of 894 HRU discretization error metrics. Finally, results show that the common and convenient 895 approach of applying uniform discretization across the watershed domain performs worse 896 compared with the metrics-informed non-uniform discretization approach as the latter is able to 897 preserve more input data information using the same number of computational units. However, 898 the influence of non-uniform discretization on hydrologic model outputs should be further 899 studied using a number of hydrologic models and case studies. 900
901
In applying the proposed a priori discretization error metrics to discretization decision-making, 902 accounting for input forcing data (e.g., precipitation and temperature) resolution is also an 903 important future consideration. This will require comparing the spatial and temporal distributions 904 of the forcing input data under candidate schemes and those under the reference scheme. Beyond 905 the application in discretization decision-making, future studies can utilize the discretization 906 error metrics in other ways. For instance, the discretization error metrics may be useful in trying 907 to account for the uncertainty induced by watershed discretization decisions which is commonly 908 ignored. Furthermore, the discretization error metrics should prove useful even when they are not 909 calculated a priori in that they could serve an important role in diagnosing the causes of model 910 prediction errors in distributed modeling applications. 911 912 Acknowledgement 913
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